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3 (main) Dimensions of equity in allocation

1. Sequence of phases and priority groups 
within them

2. Number of courses offered for each 
population – for each batch: adjusted by 
disadvantage, or not?
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3.   Outreach, communication, site planning 

Equitable phases and allocation quotas are worth little, if prioritized groups 
don’t take up the offer!  (Disadvantage indices likely helpful in all 3 areas)



Phases and disadvantage adjustments: what 
is the target? 
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Normative proposal# 1: 
Don’t start out with 
allocation systems that offer 
worse-off minorities vaccines 
below their population share

For this: likely that phasing 
alone wont help to address, 
but SVI/ADI/other weights 
can make a difference



If/As we adjust by disadvantage: 10%? 9%? 
11.5%? 20%? How to decide? 
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Equity: work is not done with phases, quotas

Communication, outreach, 
dispensing site planning: 
• Avoid simplistic 

conception of autonomy 
• Be mindful of history
Matters as current 
incentives: could favor easy 
to reach over hard to reach 
(new batches only when 
initial ones distributed) 

Harald Schmidt, Ruqaiijah Yearby. Rationing vaccines fairly - In the rush to roll out vaccines, commitment to social 
and racial justice must not fall by the wayside. Boston Globe [forthcoming]
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Equity: work is not done with phases, quotas

Normative proposal #2: Use disadvantage index for disparate impact 
monitoring in real time
• Simple, yet meaningful: assess coverage rates by SVI/ADI/other 

disadvantage measure, adjust batch by batch by batch… 
• Disadvantage index no magic bullet/only way, but key evaluation 

metric, helpful for further focused planning with community groups, 
faith leaders, others
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If we want to prioritize disadvantage groups, 
by how much, and on what grounds?
• Prioritizing disadvantaged communities matters economically, 

epidemiologically and ethically
• Phased allocation systems do some, but most certainly not all, required 

equity work: disadvantage indices offer a meaningful pragmatic adjustment 
options
• Key priority for current and longer-term impact: don’t start with, and don’t 

end up with, vaccines for disadvantaged minorities below their 
population share 
• Disadvantage indices likely critical for outreach, communication, dispensing 

site planning – and become more urgent, when no other adjustments
• Disadvantage indices and disparate impact monitoring: assess, adjust, 

repeat…
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